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Company Profile:
Founded in 2004, Fulaike Cutting Tools Co., Ltd. is located minutes away from Shanghai, China. We
specialize in the production of high-end CNC machine tools and the auxiliary products. Based on different
parameters of customers’ workpiece, including the structure of components, materials’ attributes, special
processing conditions and efficiency requirements, Fulaike’s engineers design and manufacture different
categories of non-standard cutting tools. We are capable of OEM and ODM products.
Products and Service:
With over 40 million dollars investment, we imported a plenty of precision machines and equipment
globally, including ANCA, SAACKE and Michael Deckel products. We are a full range cutting tool supplier
to provide milling, drilling, threading, and turning tools such as conventional carbide twist drills, step drills,
center drills, straight fluted drills, deep hole drill, end mills, reamers, chamfer cutters, countersink drillers
and so on.
1) Product #1
Product Name*: Carbide Drills
Brand: Fulaike Model
Country of Origin*: China

Product Description*: Fulaike Drill series. Our drill solutions help many manufacturers. For example, a
well-known foreign car parts manufacturer had trouble to process the brake caliper hole. They found the
location of the hole had little structure support, so the process often left crack on the parts or the surface
of the hole was very rough. Fulaike designed a multiple chamfering transition tip on the drill to eliminate
the above-mentioned undesirable result and was able to process over 20,000 pieces.

2) Product #2
Product Name*: Drill and reamer combination cutting tool
Brand: Fulaike Model
Country of Origin*: China

Product Description*: To meet the precision requirement, hole processing generally goes through several
steps including drilling, milling, and reaming which require multiple cutting tools. Our Drill and reamer
combination cutting tool guarantees the cylindrical degree and the smooth finish. The unique drilling core
and groove technology ensure the drilling stability and cutting performance. Many customers comment
that our tools save the tool changing time, eliminated the tool holders and meet their requirement.

3) Product #3
Product Name*: High Performance Milling Cutter
Brand: Fulaike Model
Country of Origin*: China

Product Description*: Our high-performance Milling cutter has unequal tooth distance and variable blade
inclination angle design are applied to greatly improve the vibration resistance and the stability of cutting.
(vc:100~120, 0.04 per tooth). Our high Performance Coarse milling cutter has the unique groove design
which is used to enhance the anti-axial force of the tool; the ripple design is more effective in improving
the stability of the cutting.

